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ASYMPTOTIC VALUES OF MODULUS 1 OF

FUNCTIONS IN THE UNIT BALL OF H"

BY

KAR-KOI LEUNG(!)

ABSTRACT. The main purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem con-

cerning a necessary and sufficient condition for an inner function to have a lim-

iting value of modulus 1 along an arc inside the unit disc, terminating at a point

of the unit circle.

1. Introduction. A function h(z) defined and analytic in the unit disc <7 =

{z: |z|< 1} is said to be in the unit ball  8 of H°° if \h(z)\ < 1  for all zGU.

A sequence   {an}   of complex numbers is called a Blaschke sequence if

2~=1(l-|a„|) converges and 0 < |aj < 1.  If  {an} is a Blaschke sequence of

nonzero numbers the associated Blaschke product is defined by the formula

We assume that the function h(z) in 8 has no zeros at the origin.  It is

well known that the zeros  {an} of h(z) form a Blaschke sequence, and h(z)

admits the following factorization:

(1.2) h(z) = cB(z, {a„}) 0(z)

where c is a constant of modulus one. The function <p(z) is defined such that

(1 -3) <Kz) = exp \-f"n ^-z dp(9)\

where p is a positive finite Borel measure defined on the unit circle dU = {z:

Izl = 1}-

A function hx(z) in  8 is said to be a divisor of the function h(z) in  8

provided that

(1.4) hx(z) = cxB(z, [bn})<t>E(z)
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where cx   is a constant of modulus one, {bn} is a subset of the set   {a„} of

zeros of h(z) and

(1.5) 4>E(z) = exp j-£ ^^(0)

where ¿t^ is the restriction of ju to a measurable subset E  of dU.

Ahem and Clark [1] have proved the following result.

Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition for each divisor of a

function h(z) in  8 to have a radial limit of modulus one at the point 1 is

p({0}) = 0 and

(1.6) ¿il^|_+r^0)_<oo
»»ill'«„I     J-»|i-e»|

It should be noted that Theorem A has been proved by Frostman [5 ] in

the case h(z) = B(z, {a„}).

In [6] we obtained the following result for the case h(z) = B(z, {a„}).

Theorem B. Let r denote a function which is decreasing on an interval

(0, 0O), let lim0_4.or(0) = 1, and let r satisfy a Lipschitz condition

(1.7) Ir(0)-r(0')l<ßl0-0'l

for some constant Q, let   [rne  "} be a Blaschke sequence, and let F= {r(9)e'e,

0 G (0, 0O)}.   Then lim^j.zer5(z, {bn}) exists, and has modulus one for each

subsequence  {bn} of {rne'e"} if and only if both of the conditions

r       l~r"     ^
O-8) _£-^—<0°

n=1\\-rJe"\

and

Í1-9) lim        £ ;- *    r"     -  , =0
r-0+ f/2<0„<2i 1 ~r(t) +  \t -0n\

hold.

The main purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem B to the general in-

ner functions.

2. We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let p be a positive Borel measure defined on dU and assume

that p({0}) = 0,and
ç71 a"101<>•■> XI ̂<~-
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Let <f> be the function in  8 associated with p.  Let F be a curve as defined

in Theorem B.   Then if 0 < e < y/T/Air, there exists a positive number 8 such

that

(2.2) \<PE(Z) - 0*(1)I < 52e

for each E = (-it, ir)\(t/2, 2t), z = r(t)eH, 0 < t < 8/2, and 0*(1) is the radial

limit of 0 at 1.

Proof. We first have, for each number /,

(2.3)      |l-e/| = i-Z
n=0 «!

< y Ml=my    1/1"    < i/U/i
¿i   "!     Ul¿?oí» + W    V*    '

From (2.1) we can find a positive number 8X < it/2 such that r(8x) > $4 and

(2.4) j^dp(9)/\9\<e

for all $G(0,8X).

We denote the set [-$, $] by Ex.  Let t be a positive number less than

$/2. Then

I0¿?(z) - 0*0)1 < \<PE(Z) ~ ̂ at/vE-j^)! + \hu\Ex(z) ~ <t>*u\Ex(1)1

(2.5)

+ 10*^,(1)-Aoi.

Now

.*
toiUKEl(l)-*(})\ = exp

1

I hu\EXeid _ j

_ex i_r  e'9 + i
CXP J J£i eie - 1

dp(9)\j-exVU:^dp(9)\

dp(9)\

But

eie + 1
f    e-±Ldm<2l((   e—LLd¡x{9)<2ite<\.

JEX    ei0 _ , JE i ei8 _ t

We therefore have

(2-6) |0*CA^1(l)-0*(l)|<21e.

Since the function 4>su\Ei   IS analytic at 1, there exists a positive number 52

such that

(2-7) \<l>ou\Ex(z)-<hu\ExV)\<e

for all z = r(f)eit, 0<t<82.
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eie + Z

<|1"exp|"^1¡Í0T7^||-

But

eie-z
f        e—^-\dp(9)<f        —

zl
dm

-jt
2cfc(0)

£n£i((l -r(0)2 + 4r(i)sin2(0 - i)/2)yi

2tf/x(0)_

((1 -KO)2 + 2(2/rr)2(0 - if/A)*

2tt

-i/2    2tt *    4tt
Cä«   +£5ÎSÎ*«)

47T am. Au
V^JcTi   |0|    ^7fc<1

for z = r(t)ei{, ir/2>t>0, r(t) > &

Again applying (2.3) we have

(2.8) \<PE(z) - 03u^x(z)\ < 2~* Airee4we/2* < 30e.

Combining (2.6), (2.7),.(2.8) and taking 8 = minßj, 52), we have

(2.2) \<r>E(z) - 0*(1)I < 52e.

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

The following theorem is an extension of Theorem B.

Theorem l.Lef « be a function in  8 with factorization (1.2), let a„ =

rneld", n= 1, 2, • • -, and let p({0}) = 0. Let F be a curve as defined in Theo-

rem B.   7«e«, for the limit

(2.9) lim     hx(z)
r-l;zer
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to exist and have modulus 1 for each divisor hx  of h, it is necessary and suffi-

cient that both of the conditions

~        1 -r„      ,»     dp(9)   ^

n

and

n in   um l      y l~r" ! C2t dfl(9)      \ = n
1      J   ^r/2<t<2r 1 ~K0 + li-0„l    ^2 1 -K0+ k-»7

«oW.

Proof. Theorem B is the special case of Theorem 1 where h(z) =

B(z, {«„}).

We now prove Theorem 1 for the case that h(z) = 0(z).

Let   z = r(t)e", t > 0, r(0 > Vi.   Since    l(e/e + z)/(e/e - z)l<

c/(l - r(f) + \t - 0|) for some positive constant c, we have

e,l/ - z

f* ^(0)      r"2 ^[01 +   r2<_&©_
s %t |i - 01    CJ-* ii - 0|    Jf/21 - KO + I' - oi

<2crdp(9l + cft/2daÊl + c(2t_dg9}_
"¿Cj2t   |0|        CJ-n     101     +Vr/2l-r(O+k-0l

r« dp(9)- + cC2t dp(9)
^ÓCJ-*   |0|       CJf/2l-KO + lr-0l  '

Now (2.10) and (2.11) imply the uniform convergence [8] of the integral

/_*„ (eid + z)/(e/9 - z)dp(9) when z = r(t)eif for all f G (0, Cx) for some

Cj > 0. Therefore the limit

(2.12) lim     0(z)
2-*l;zer

exists and has modulus one. The same arguments are also valid for the divisors

of 0(z).

To see the converse, we assume that each divisor of (¡>(z) has a limit of mod-

ulus one as z —► 1, along the curve F. A theorem of Lindelof [4, p. 10] im-

plies that each divisor of 0(z) has a radial limit of modulus one at 1.  By Theo-

rem A, we have ju({0}) = 0 and

<2i3> r,T<~-
We want to show that
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(2.14) hm   Ç\      ff\     a  =Qr-o+ Jtnl -r(t)+ \t-9\      u>

Suppose, on the contrary.

2f dp(9)
(2-!5) «rn   f"        ff ' ,    „ >0v     ' ^0+Jf/21-K0+li-fll

then

(2.16) -   ,2,  !-,(,)+,,_g,

Hence one of the following two cases must arise

(2.17) (I)     urn" f" -1-^&-dp(9) > 0,
t-o+^2(i-r(i) + 1,-01)2   ^

(2.18) (II)     ihn"   £*-^°J-r*(0)>O.
t-o+Jtf2 (1 _r(,) + |i-0|)2

In the case (I) there is a positive number p > °° such that

(2.19) /     -2- *(0) > P
•V2(l-/■(/„)+ k„-0l)2

for each r„ G F, where F is a set of positive numbers with 0 as an accumula-

tion point.  But we have for zn - r(f„)e"n

•* eie + z
l0Or„)l = expl-Ref-dp(9)

I     J-" e,fl - z

i-KO
= exp _r-izs^i-dKd)\

r-*[l-r(tn)]2+Ar(tn)sm2(t„-9)/2 \

(   .„ 1 - r(tn) )
<expW    ---dp(9)\

lJ-"[l-r(tn)]2 + (tn-6)2 \

iJ-"(\-r(tn)+\tn-e\)2 S

\  r2t„ 1 -r(tn) )
<exp\-f ,   -—-dp(9)\

lJt»/2(l-r(tn) + \t„-6\)2 \

< exp(-p) < 1.
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Hence in the case (I) if the limit (2.12) exists, it cannot have modulus one.

Therefore

(2.20) lim   f2t -l-^&- dp(9) = 0.
r+o+Jt'2 (i -r(t)+ \t-9\)2

It remains to consider the case (II).  In this case we construct a divisor of

0(z) which does not have the appropriate limit

r2f |f — 01

(l -KO + lf-flI)2

then either

(2.18) Urn   f* -l—BJ- dp(9) > 0;

r2' 9-t
(2.21) lim   f    -—--dp(9)>0

r+o+Jt   (i _r(í) + 0_í)2

or

(2.22) —   (   -^--dp(9)>0.
^Jt/2(l-r(t) + t-9)2

We suppose without loss of generality that it is the case that (2.21) holds.

Then there exist a positive constant q and a set   {tn} C (0, ir), tn —*■ 0 as

« —► °°, 4f„+1 < tn for « = 1, 2, ■ • -, such that for some \n G [tn, 2tn]

ín 0 - t„
dp(9) <2q< ttir.

(\-r(t„) + e-t„)-t ^2

Let Fn = [tn, £„] and let F= \J"=xFn; condition (2.13) implies that

if 0F(z) has a limit as z —► 1 along F, then this limit is 0F(1). We can show

that 0F(z) does not have this limit by verifying that the argument of 0F (zn)
it "

(zn = r(tn)e ") does not have 0 as a limit (modulo 27i) as « —► °°.

Since

eie + r(t)eu      1 -r(f)2 + i\2r(t)sm(t - 9)]

eie - r(t)eu \eie-r(t)elt\2

by our choice of the sequence   {tn} we have

rn   2r(t„)sm(9-tn)

\eig -r(tn)eitn\2

r   Zr(f„)suH0 - tn)
WtF^n) =U   ,,_^WW    d»FnV)

= f»Wn)™(e-tn)
Jt" \eie -r(tn)eitn\2

¿n sin(0 -1„)
= [2-8(n)]f    -i-"---dp(9)

Jt»   \l-r(tn) + i(9-tn)\2
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where <5(«) > 0 and IimB_.«(n) = 0.  Since 2~H[1 -r(tn) + (0 - tn)] <

U - r(tn) + i(0 - f„)| < 1 - r(tn) + (0 - t„) for 0 G Fn, we see that

(2.23) <7<arg0Fn(z„)<2c7

for sufficiently large «. Apply Lemma 1 with p replaced by pF; we have juF =

Pf\f ■  So the lemma implies 0FVF (z„) —*■ 0F(1), and this gives a contradic-

tion to (2.23).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1 for the case h(z) = 0(z).

Combining the proof for the cases h(z) = B(z, {a„}), and h(z) = 0(z), the

theorem follows without difficulty.

3. Upon generalizing theorems of Ahem and Clark [1] and Leung and

Linden [6], we obtain the following.

Theorem 2. Let h be a function in 8 wif« factorization (1.2) and

y > 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for h and all its divisors to have Ty

limits of modulus 1 at the point 1 is that

(3.1) y 1-|a"l+f"   dm   <00

„=i U -a„\    J-w u _e/0|

and

0.2) lims z    l~r- 4rn+fl\ m l=Q
f*0+lt/2<\8„\<2t P + |/-|0„||     V"2' '   /  ty+\t-\9\\)

hold.

Theorem 3. ¿er y>\,and k be a nonnegative integer.   Then the kth

derivatives of the function h(z) in  8 and all its divisors have Ty limits at 1 if

(3.3) ¿ -izif¿-+/-  m   <oo
«=i  U-a„l*+i   ^"* |l-e''Y+1

and

(3.4) u«, j     z     -LZ^-Yr-"2 + r2\-«-1 = 0
t-0+(,/2<iôn|<2f (f7 + |í - |0n||)*+1    V"2'       Jf/2/(í7 + lí-|0|l)*+M

hold.

A. The method we used in the previous sections also applies to the class Af

of holomorphic functions of bounded characteristic. A function / holomorphic

in the unit disc is said to be in the class N if and only if

sup      C log* \f(reie)\d9<°°.
0<r<l~ J~n
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It is well known that if fGN, then it admits the factorization that

(4.1) f(z) = czm B(z, {an})Q(z),

where m is the order of zeros of fiz) at the origin, B(z, {an}) is the Blaschke

product associated with the zeros  {an} of f(z) with an + 0.  Hence Q(z) is

defined by the relation

Q(z) - exp!Ç ^—^-da(6)\,   do(9) = -dp(9) + (27t)-1 logLf*(e/e)lc/0,
P_7r eie -z \

*
where /    is the boundary function of f,p is a positive singular Borel measure

defined on dU, and c is a constant.

Again we assume without loss of generality that m = 0.

We obtain the following result.

Theorem A. Let fGN with factorization (4.1), let y> I,and let k be

a nonnegative integer.  If

(4.2) y   1~|a-1 +f"   asm    <00
n=i |l-a„|fc+1   J~" |l-e/e|k+1

and

(4.3) a»/ z —^—Yr,/a *ñ  dlam 1=°
t-o+1 r/2<ie„K2r (ty + \t- \en\[)k+i \~2t    Jtl2J (f1 + |r - \e\\)k+l)

then the T„ limit of /(fc) exisfs.
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